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Probing local electric field distribution of nanotube arrays
using electrostatic force microscopy
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The local electric field distribution of nanotube arrays has been studied by using the electrostatic
force microscopy~EFM! technique. The nanotube arrays were fabricated using the anodic alumina
template method. Good electric contact has been proofed using contact mode conductive atomic
force microscopy. The experiment shows that the EFM can provide a quantitative mapping tool to
measure three-dimensional distribution of local electric field with resolution down to several
nanometers. The finite difference method has been applied to calculate the electric field distribution
near the surface of the nanotube array induced by a conductive tip. The results show that the field
decays in a power law with exponent varies for nanotubes of different packing environments as the
tip was lifted away from the top of nanotubes. The protrusion of nanotubes causes a much higher
enhanced field than packing geometry. Medium packing density may enable the maximum
collective emission current for such nanotube arrays of narrow diameter and height diversity.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1571963#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The unique field emission properties of the carbon na
tube have been extensively studied in the last years.1–3 Its
relative low electron escaping work,3,4 very sharp tip curva-
ture of several nanometers, and very stable structure u
high electric field5 enable it to be a very promising materi
of the electron emission source. For a high quality field em
sion display device, it is critical to provide a good electr
emitter that has enough lateral uniformity and time end
ance. Especially in the case of a gated structure, the flat
topography of a vertical nanotube film and even distribut
of the lateral distribution will be more essential, because l
fluctuation of the electron emission among thousands
pixel cells of a display area would cause higher brightn
fluctuation.

Though the understanding to the local electric fie
within a nanometer scale is important for the design of pr
tical field emission devices, it is quite difficult to impleme
quantitative measurement to this field distribution. The el
trostatic force microscopy~EFM! is a useful tool to give
three-dimensional~3D! mapping of the electric field gradien
as well as surface topography.6 By using a conductive tip as
a nanosize probe, the space field above the sample su
can be measured from the quantitative electrostatic fo
sensed by the cantilever. In this article, we will present
experimental and numerical studies on the local electric fi
at the surface of the nanotube thin film induced by a cond
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tive tip. The local electric field is transformed from the forc
gradient measured above the nanotube arrays, which
been fabricated using the anodic alumina template meth
By assuming the nanotube as a nanosize metallic rod, a
merical simulation has been implemented to calculate
field distribution based on the finite difference meth
~FDM!. The experimental and numerical results have be
compared to show the suitability of EFM for the measu
ment of the local field at the surface of the nanotube arra
Since there is a reciprocal screening in the nanotube
film, the optimum combination of the extraction field an
packing density of the nanotubes enable the maximum em
sion current. From our calculation, the geometrical para
eters have been predicted for the highest electron emis
efficiency.

II. EXPERIMENT

The anodic alumina has been fabricated by using
anodic alumina template method.7 A layer of polycrystalline
aluminum thin film has been deposited on then-silicon wafer
by vacuum evaporation. Using 0.3 M sulfate acid as an e
trolyte, the aluminum thin films were anodized at the con
tion of 5 °C, 20 V, 1.5 h. Increasing the thickness of t
aluminum thin film and anodizing time, the uniformity of th
pore distribution can be improved.8 After rinsing in 0.2 M
phosphor acid for 60 min to thin the barrier layer at t
bottom of the pores, the iron catalystic particles were el
trodeposited to the bottom of the pores that were develo
within alumina layer using saturate FeSO4 aqueous solution
with 20 V 50 Hz alternate drive voltage. Then the carb
il:
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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nanotubes were grown within pores by using C2H2, N2, and
H2 mixture gases at a temperature of 680610 °C at the pres-
sure of 200 mbar. The alumina layer was dissolved using
NaOH solution to expose the nanotubes. The morpholo
of alumina films and nanotube arrays have been inspecte
using a Digital Instrument IIIa atomic force microscop
~AFM! and a scanning electron microscope~SEM!.

In order to verify the electric contact between nanotub
and silicon wafer, we have measured theI–V response in the
contact mode using a Seico SPI 3800N AFM. The test en
ronment is 531026 Torr. A SiliconMDT cantilever coated
with WC and Au has been used. The force applied to
cantilever is about 280 nN. By pressing the cantilever to
end of various nanotubes, theI–V response has been re
corded with both positive and negative biases.

The EFM images were taken in the tapping mode a
resonant frequency of 276.85 kHz for various lift heigh
The topographic image and the EFM phase image were
quired simultaneously by scanning twice at the same l
one scan with the close loop control plots the topograp
profile, while the next scan without the close loop cont
plots the phase or amplitude shift due to Columbic force
lifting the cantilever to various heights. A constant11 V
voltage has been applied to the cantilever while scannin
certain lift height. By measuring the amplitude or pha
change of the fluctuation of the cantilever caused by Colu
bic force, the force gradient can be obtained from the f
mula:DA5(2A0Q/3A3c)F8,9 whereDA is the shift of am-
plitude induced by electric force andA0, Q, c, andF8 are the
vibrating amplitude at resonance frequency, quality fac
elastic constant, and force gradient, respectively. The ela
constantc of the cantilever we used is about 1.4 N/m.Q
factor of the cantilever used in experiment has been c
brated by fitting the Lorentzian equation:9

A~v!5
A0~v0 /v!

A11Q2~v/v02v0 /v!2
. ~1!

For all lift heights when bias was applied during experime
the Q factor keeps constant around 6065.

The contrast of the amplitude image of EFM was tra
formed into the data of force gradientF8. Then the attractive
electrostatic force on the EFM tip was obtained by integr
ing theF8 curve from a series images with lift a height f
from the sample surface to the height we concern. The n
est distance to the surface of the sample shall be larger
that above it the influence of the near surface force to
shift of phase is trivial. We started the lift height from 50 n
in the experiment. At this height, no contrast can be see
the EFM image when no bias voltage has been applied.
amplitude of the free fluctuation of the cantilever is me
sured to be about 6 nm by calibrating the preamplifier of
AFM. This means that the fluctuation amplitude of the ca
tilever is far less than the lift height and the near surfa
force will not be involved in the EFM images.

Then, the strength of electric field can be calculated fr
electrostatic forceF5 1

2VEz
2
•S, where V is the bias voltage

applied between tip and sample,Ez is the vertical electric
field strength at the end of the tip surface, andS is the effec-
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tive area of tip~take it to be 2pr 2, r is tip radius!. Since the
electric field strength obtained from the force gradient hig
varies near sample surface, the effect of the base plat
trunk of the AFM tip to the electric field. In this way we hav
calculated the strength of electric field at the certain region
the sample.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The very simplified metallic cylinders standing on th
metallic substrate were taken to resemble multiwall nanot
arrays in the following calculation. More detailed calculatio
for the field strength at the very vicinity of the tip of th
nanotube requires the quantum treatment based on the
atomic positions. The dispersion of the local atomic struct
and work function among a large number of nanotubes in
thin film causes the high fluctuation of electron emissi
among them. Since we mainly discuss the electric field at
distance several tens of nanometers away from the surfac
the nanotube thin film, taking the nanotube as a metallic
and using the traditional field calculation method are pro
approximations for the calculation of the field induced by t
AFM tip.

Being developed for decades, FDM has become a s
dard procedure for the field computation in recent year10

By using the Taylor formula, the potential at any point
transformed into the algorithm of neighboring points. T
solution of the continuum Laplace equation is simplified in
the solution of a series of linear equations with suita
boundary values by discrete the entire concerned region
grids of finite sizes. In order to make the calculation mo
efficient, the square grids have been applied to all concer
regions. The five-points Lagrange interpolation in the tw
dimensional calculation has been used in the symmetry g
metrical model. From boundary conditions, the potential
all nodes can be solved by iteration. The accuracy can
improved by designing finer grids and more layers. From
data of the earlier layer, the potential of the finer grids of t
next layer can be calculated by a new set of iteration.
have designed 12 layers of grids. Figure 1~a! shows the il-
lustration of the simplified geometry of the nanotubes a
AFM tip. The AFM tip is modeled as a metallic cone cover
by a partial spherical cap with a radius of 20 nm. On t
same layer, finer grids were set to the regions where the fi
gradient is higher@Fig. 1~b!#. The metallic cylinder with a
height of 375 nm and diameter of 20 nm is taken as a v
simplified nanotube without consideration of hollow an
doom structures.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2~a! and 2~b! are the AFM and SEM images o
the anodic alumina surface and nanotube arrays, which s
that the surface of the alumina within which the pores w
developed is very flat within a single grain. From Fig. 2~b!, it
can be seen that the surface of the nanotube layer is alm
the same height, and the side view shows that the fabric-
nanotubes grow perpendicular to the surface. By using
method, the diameter of the nanotube takes almost the s
size as the pore of the anodic alumina and the roughnes
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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the surface of the nanotube thin film inherits that of the a
minum film. The thickness of the nanotube thin film w
measured to be 370–400 nm by checking the cross sectio
the nanotube layer using SEM, which is as thick as the a
mina thin film.

Since the bottom of the pores within the alumina
opened by phosphor acid, and the alumina matrix shal
dissolved after growing nanotubes, there probably ex
poor electronic contact between the nanotube, substrate
chemical contaminants on the end of each nanotube.
poor contact will causes a high voltage drop and the poss
breakdown at a higher applied bias. The chemical conta
tants introduced by chemical vapor deposition and chem
treatment processes would cause an increase of the
function and the loss of electron emission efficien
Through the conductive AFM experiment, we have verifi
the good electric contact between the nanotube and sil
substrate. By pressing the conductive AFM tip on the top
various nanotubes under the contact mode, three typicalI–V
curves have been measured and the results are plotted in

FIG. 1. Geometrical model~a! and example of grids~b! for electric field
calculation.
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3. The results show that the resistance between the AFM
and substrate at most locations is within the range of 10–
kV. The surface contaminants such as the possible diele
chemical debris is insulator and their sizes in most cases
less or close to the diameter of the nanotubes. Thus,
reasonable to think that their shielding effect to the field
the ends of the nanotubes is minor.

Figures 4~a!, 4~b!, and 4~c! show the AFM image@Fig.
4~a!#, EFM phase images with lift heights of 50 nm@Fig.
4~b!# and 200 nm@Fig. 4~c!# for a typical region of the nano
tube arrays after dissolving the alumina matrix. The contr
of the EFM image is the shift of the vibration phase, which
proportional to the differential force along the vertical dire
tion. From EFM phase images, the amplitude changes ca
calculated, thus the force gradients at each lift height w
calculated. Figure 5 shows the force gradients, electros
forces, and the corresponding strengths of the electric fiel

FIG. 2. AFM ~a! and SEM~b! images of anodic alumina and nanotube th
films, scale is 100 nm.
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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various lift heights~L! of two nanotubes as indicated in Fig
4. By fitting the log–log plots of the force gradients, th
linear relation of log(F8) vs log~L! means that theF8 is
proportional to the exponential ofL, which is similar to that
observed for the conical field emitter of submicrometer .6

The parameters used in the calculation are close to
of the nanotubes arrays fabricated as described earlier.
anode voltage is 1 V and the cathode is grounded. The he

FIG. 3. I–V curves measured by using the conductive AFM tip.
loaded 05 Apr 2011 to 158.132.161.9. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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of the nanotube is 375 nm and the diameter of the nanot
is 20 nm. The tip is placed at various heights~L: 50–400 nm!
right above the nanotube of the center one to calculate
field at these positions. The field has also been calcula
with a planar anode. The distance from the AFM tip to t
end of the nanotube is 100 nm. In order to see the fi
enhancement of the nanotube arrays of various packing
sities, the distance between the neighboring nanotubes i
from tens to hundreds of nanometers. Based on these pa
eters, we have calculated the potential and field strength
1, 7, and 19 nanotubes@7 and 19 nanotubes are hexagona
aligned as shown in the inset of Fig. 1~a!#. Figure 6~a! shows
the potential distribution between the AFM tip and nan
tubes. Thus, the 3D field distribution can be calculated fr
the numerical results of potential. TheEz at various positions
with the planar anode/nanotube cathode and AFM tip ano
nanotube cathode has been plotted in Fig. 6~b!. The field
sensed by the AFM tip has been calculated to simulate
experiment results. Both results are plotted in Fig. 7.

From earlier results, the growth of the nanotubes is c
fined by pores within the anodic alumina template, the dia
eters of all nanotubes scatter within a very narrow region
the heights of the nanotubes are also almost the same.
fluctuation of the field enhancement induced by the disp
sion of the height and diameter is minimal compared to
nanotube arrays fabricated using other methods. From Fig
the I–V response is symmetrical under the positive and ne
e
FIG. 4. Topographic and EFM phas
images of nanotube arrays,~a! tapping
mode AFM image,~b! EFM phase im-
age with a lift height of 50 nm, and~c!
EFM image with a lift height of 300
nm, scale is 100 nm.
e or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tive bias. This response does not change much when
force applied to the cantilever is increased or decreased
eral tens of nanonewtons. Though two types ofI–V response
can be found~ohmic and tunneling!, most nanotubes have
linear current response at higher bias voltages and symm
I–V response can be observed for every nanotube. T
means that the series resistance of the AFM tip/nanotu
substrate in most cases is ohmic. Since the contaminan
the surface of nanotube thin film is less significant, the t
neling like I–V response observed in a few points might
mainly induced by the weak contact between the nanot
and silicon substrate.

Figure 6~b! shows that the electrostatic screening eff
introduced by the proximity of the vertically packed tub
will be diminished when the space between the neighbo
nanotubes exceeds 450 nm. This distance is less than
predicted by Nilsson,11 which is about two times of the
height of the nanotube. The discrepancy may be cause
the difference of nanotube packing geometry~hexagonal
packed nanotubes in our model!. From the Fowler–
Nordheim equation:j }(Eloc

2 /F)exp(26.83109F3/2/Eloc) ~j
is the emission current,F is the work function, andEloc is
the effective local field strength!, the maximum emission
current is the combination of the extraction field and pack
density. The emission current can be calculated for vari
packing densities@Fig. 6~c!#. The maximum collective emis
sion happens at a medium packing density.

From Fig. 7, it can be seen that the experimental res
are close to the numerical data at the region near the sa
surface, but the experimental results decay faster than al
numerical data. At the far region, there are some discrep
cies. These discrepancies shall be mainly created by the
integrating points in the discrete integration ofF8 at the
higher tip/sample space end and the weak sensitivity of
cantilever to the field at the distanceL higher than 500 nm.

The accuracy of the measuredEz could be further im-
proved by recording moreF8 at various lift heights and using
more accurately calibrated cantilever parameters. Usin
much softer cantilever will increase the signal/noise ra
The near surface force gradient can be acquired by subt

FIG. 5. Electrostatic force and electric field obtained from measured res
The inset is the log–log plots of force gradients at various lift heights
the linear fitting lines.
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ing the contrast of the images after and before the bia
applied. From fitting the linear section~,150 nm! of all five
plots in Fig. 7, the field strength can be expressed asE–L -c,
wherez is the distance from the tip to the top of the nan

ts.
d

FIG. 6. Equipotential lines of the electric field between AFM tip and nan
tube arrays~a!, electric field strength for various gaps between the na
tubes with a planar anode and AFM tip anode~b!, and emission current for
various gaps between nanotubes~c!.
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tubes andc varies from 0.536~location B! to 0.742~location
A!. The exponent obtained from the numerical results of 1
19 nanotube array is 0.518, 0.421, and 0.378, respective
shows that the field decays much faster than that of the
merical results. The numerical results also exponentially
cay as the AFM tip is moved away from the nanotubes. T
decay exponent for a single nanotube is higher than tha
more nanotubes, which is consistent with the fact that
single nanotube produces the highest field enhancem
Comparing the experimental plots A and B, the field abo
the more protruding nanotube~B! decay slower than tha
above the lower nanotube~A!. This apparent inconsistenc
with the result of calculation might be induced by the var
tion of the local stray field, since the nanotubes of the
perimental sample are not very uniform in both the pack
position and height. The experimental plots in Fig. 7 sh
that the enhanced field is higher for the nanotube with m
protrusion, while the calculation shows the field for a sing
tube is less than that induced by more tubes at a lift heigh
50 nm. This means that the stay field at the location sev
tens of a nanometer away from the end of the tubes exce
the field enhanced by a sharp curvature of cathode at
location.

From Fig. 6~b!, it can be seen that the local field
heavily convoluted by the AFM tip. It is interesting to se
that the fields near the end of the nanotubes as the a
vary in a similar tendency with or without the AFM tip whil
the gap between the neighboring tubes increases. This

FIG. 7. Log–log plots of measured~lines with symbols! and calculated
~thick solid line and dash line! electric field with various lift heights of the
AFM tip.
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enhanced by both the nanotubes and AFM tip. Although
convolution of the AFM tip to the field enhancement w
cause more discrepancies than planar or other shape an
the field measured can display the influence of cathode
ometry to the local field distribution with increased sensit
ity.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The above experimental study demonstrates that the
cal electric field near the ending surface of the nanotu
arrays can be measured using EFM technology by record
a series of force gradient signals over the same region.
numerical calculation shows that the local field is enhan
by the AFM tip, which exhibits a similar variation tendenc
as the planar anode for different packing densities. The
periment and numerical results at the AFM tip show that
field strength decays in a power low with various expone
while lifting the tip away from surface of the nanotube th
film. For the case of that the diameter diversity of the nan
tubes is trivial, the height scattering and assembled den
of the nanotubes mostly affect the uniformity of the elect
field near the cathode surface.
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